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KCC Hosts ‘2021 International Broadcasting  

Co-production Conference’  

- Expanding the potential of broadcasting co-production through technological innovation  

 

The Korea Communications Commission (KCC, Chairman Han Sang-hyuk) will host the 2021 

International Broadcasting Co-production Conference on Wednesday, November 17 under the 

theme of “Cooperation Tomorrow, Expanding the Horizon of Co-production.” 

 

The International Broadcasting Co-production Conference is an annual event to promote co-

production and exchanges between countries and domestic broadcasting content’s entry into 

overseas markets. It is being held online this year in consideration of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

Starting with keynote speeches by Marina Narishkin, general manager of Millimages*, and Yong Ha 

Suh, chief producer from KBS, this year’s conference also includes a special Country of Honor Session 

with Canada, as well as sessions titled “New Technologies, New Content,” “New Cooperation, New 



Way,” and “Prospect and Challenge of Co-production in the Future.” 

*  As one of Europe’s oldest independent animation studios, Millimages is a French company which plans 

and produces a variety of entertainment content, and distributes it globally 

 

As the Country of Honor this year, Canada will present an introduction to the Canadian audiovisual 

landscape, broadcasting co-production examples and its system of support for co-productions. 

 

The sessions that follow will cover new ways to produce content through digital technologies such as 

the metaverse or mixed reality; there will also be a discussion on international cooperation using 

technologies like cloud and AI. Experts will also take part in an in-depth roundtable discussion on the 

prospects and challenges for co-production in the future. 

 

Chairman Han emphasized the fundamental objective of international broadcasting co-production, 

commenting that “co-production is where various countries with different cultures come together 

to create quality content.” He added, “the KCC will lay the foundation to promote international 

co-production by concluding co-production agreements with key countries. We will actively 

support co-production by also providing support for co-production costs so that outstanding 

content can be produced.”  

 

The detailed conference program and pre-registration form can be found on the official conference 

website or at the KCC or KISDI websites. 

 

* 2021 International Broadcasting Co-production Conference website (www.ibcc.or.kr) 
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Attachment: 2021 International Broadcasting Co-production Conference Program 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


